The GEAT SOCIETY* – USofA -- In Disintegration by 2,025!
And, here’s WHY: Perpetuation of the “wayward ruling elite” by the voting public! Because, the
American registered voter has been ‘bamboozled’ to nonchalantly give its vote of support for the
Jeffersonian Democracy-amiss, without much consideration for the act of performance: i.e.
legislative qualification for the office of representation of the public at large, be it the Senate or
the House of Representatives:
1. Survival of repressive representative democracy in America,
2. Re-electing into office the Lower House – HOUSE of REPRESENTATIVES – without a single
thought about the qualifications of the individual being “reconfirmed” as its local voice in the
country’s wayward Legislature in Washington!
3. Thereform, all the mistakes made, not necessarily by the Senate or the Chief Executive branches, which remain “powerless” in view of the avalanche of 435 members of the relentless and
incorrigible House of Representatives, which has become the nucleus of national power usurping
both the Executive and Judicial branches of US Government, with its adverse and outdated
policies, demoralizing and overriding democratic rule of law & order, which might have been
tolerated in the past, when the membership was more qualified, while now the House is literally –
illiterate vis a vis national issues at home or abroad!
4. The result: a mayhem of national Executive Rule “usurped” by the 435 largely “illiterate” members of the House of Representatives, who are now the Executive Power of the Nation, not the
President, to say the least…, while the Judicial Branch remains practically silent!! No one mentions Executive Privilege of political power by the US President?!??
5. The ongoing state of affairs is now leading the otherwise once relative leader of Civil Society
worldwide down the One Way Street of irreversible sociopolitical decline by the professionally
forecast year – 2,025, i.e. less than a decade away!!

The Outline (above) is so ominous my dear reader, by the time it would reach publication – if it
does, indeed – I could be summarily silenced on the spot… Imagine, how much our Government has been trivialized, both by the ‘certain’ membership of the House of Representatives
and the national media, literally ‘neutralized”, the once profiled and powerful office of the US
President!!!
INSTEAD, before you come to that decision, think of this relatively recent solution reached by
Fidel Castro’s Cuba, and Ayatollakh Homeiny’s Iran: both of which eliminated the powerful “rich
& famous”, the aristocracy, administrative and usurpive power elite, arrested it and lined them
up en masse in the local sports stadium and summarily shot them to death; the final chapter of
that solution, frankly doesn’t say much for the two dictators – Fidel Castro and Ayatolakh Khomeini or democracy per se! Of course, the nations’ survival was at stake not as a system of
classical democratic rule, which was the prime motive once, but to save the civil society’s
advancement and economic verity in this evermore competitive world at large.
_____________________
.

*Great Society was a concept briefly introduced by President Lyndon B. Johnson, the VP, who became
the Chief Executive with the assassination of Pres. John F. Kennedy, Nov. 22, 1963. Of course, the popular President
- not only Stateside, but throughout the world – was eliminated by the Washington ruling elite, because of a fear that
the extremely popular leader would be re-elected the following year, for another term office – who would chose to
declare himself a dictator for life a la Julius Caesar (44 BC), thereby the powerful ruling elite would lose their soft
armchair positions. Of course, LBJ, the VP, was in full concord and the instigator with his legislative colleagues in
Congress, starting and presiding over the war in Vietnam (1963-69), though the conflict ended finally in 1975, with a
total defeat of the US Armed Forces… The assassination remained not only shocking but unexplained to this date,
with the actual file to be released in 2,025. In other words, the official Warren Commission investigating the incident,
instead of disclosing the truth blocked it congressionally for 62 years, foreclosing public outcry, because “time heals
all tings”, including such criminality!

Exactly, what recently happened in Venezuela, where the death of the head of state (Hugo
Chavez), delivered his personal driver as the Head of State, the end of which story is just
unraveling for the worse, therefore not a solution – the stadium elimination finale, which sure
sounds sociopolitically ‘regressive’, so we cannot propose it to solve the impasse that way, i.e.
the nagging “American” problem of decline!
.
BUT, Then, How do we American voters re-educate (instead of ‘eliminate”) the elite House of
Representatives is to take away its “power politics” in theory and practice – which is unconstitutional, to say the least – but without hot conflict, if possible?
By Referendum for a Public Recall of all its Representatives, to return back home “overnight”
handing over the Executive Power of “Government Rule” to an appointed temporary Head of
State, the likes of one Mitch McConnell, to cover the interim period of time, before a national
election is called to re-elect a new Membership of the devoid and deviant House of Representatives, maybe even removing the Head of State, if this one – Mr. Donald J. Trump – is compromised by inaction or qualifications! While personally I think the President has an impressive
Cabinet, long and viable business career to be an exemplary Chief Executive, if left at peace to
carry on his mandated term of office~
Otherwise, we the professional Expertise at home and abroad of the dire national question at
hand, has concluded that the forecast decline of the nation-state and its wayward ruling elite
organism of the United States of America will disintegrate by the projected year of 2,025!
To argue the issues WHY or how the legitimate form of Government rule declined in America,
ever since the mandate of the unqualified President, Jimmy Carter (1977-81), is too long a story
to retell in this brief review, but which has been written by others as a Treatise for CHANGE,
which the national Academia and Journalism has been arguing ever since, if there were
qualified readers in ‘session’, “collectively” to resolve the problem of “conscious” representtative democratic rule which never came to fore, surely since the ruling couple – for the first
time in American history – Hillary and Bill Clinton, the US President in office, 1993—2001,
whose uses and abuses of power only exacerbated the problem and quality of democratic rule
in America!!
Of course, Mrs. Clinton almost made it to became the first
Lardy President of USA, with over 2 million votes plurality,
but alas it wasn’t meant to be, the ‘outdated’ Electoral
College gave it to the philanthropist, Donald Trump, hardly
qualified to run the world’s leading nation, still, though its
days of global leadership are almost over, the nation-state
itself – moribund – by the forecast year 2,025!!
Fig. 1. This 1958 political novel by the late and famous writers, professors
of politics at the University of California (Berkeley) and Stanford University
(Palo Alto), which depicted the failures of runaway American foreign policy
in Southeast Asia, with major political implications, literally foreseeing the
disastrous Vietnam War (1964-75) even more exacerbated by the powerful US corporate structures and Peace Corps behavior (launched during
the Kennedy era), which made things even worse, indeed, in many ways
setting the course of irreversible decline, so forecast by this and other
writers over the ensuing decades, the finale set for 2,025.

Significantly, it’s absolutely crucial for the readers and conscious inactive Stateside politicians to realize the degree of chaotic rule plaguing the American
leadership, ever since Jimmy Carter’s inept rule, although Ronald Reagan (1981-89) did reinvi-

gorate on the surface the Executive rule and national leadership abroad, but that was an optical
illusion, because fundamentally national democratic rule, economic security and financial corrupttion, usurped by aggressive corporate boards was already ingrained in the system, which
has led to this obvious decline. Indeed, when 30 nations around the world have a higher standard of living and more secure employment than the United States of America.
Moreover, the seeds of disintegration were already inlaid in the three major world wars – WW-I,
WW-II and the Cold War – where the American leadership was “enforced” not as a model of
democratic alignment—rather, colonial rule by Inverted Totalitarianism (Sheldon S. Wolin,
2008), which has finally run aground, even though we don’t see it, because we’re not supposed
to realize it, so structured by the ever more pervasive propaganda and show of military power
abroad, which has turned our national citizenry into “Ugly Americans”, so declared by academic
writers, our professors in my day and age, Eugene Burdick and William J. Lederer in the San
Francisco Bay Area back in 1958. Indeed, it foresaw the disastrous Vietnam conflict, but it did
not manage to avert if not to exacerbate the hot warfare process in Southeast Asia, more
recently in the Arab World, the ongoing occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan, plus the stalemate
in Syria.
The Cold War was in full force, pitted against each other – the United States and the Soviet
Union – for military and geopolitical influence and dominance of worldwide meridians, the polarization affecting the WW-II ravages of devastating proportions, not only for the two adversaries
but their weaker allies and generally the planetary meridians which went into regress, the
recovery very slow indeed for the underdeveloped Third World, whose progress was impeded
by the lack of proper investments and support by the major nations; although the leading edge
of high technology in innovation and application of the upmanship – energized innovation and
manufacture of technological systems, slated for the military-industrial complexes, which were
productive on both fronts, especially in United States and other western countries where mayhem and warfare was not fought on their soil, the byproduct of warfare in the 20 th century surprisingly advanced civilization per se, which is not to say that such warfare and evil created is a
welcome byproduct of warfare, enhancing the ability of nations to continue conflict as an instrument of growth! Yet, the human innovative capacity works best under pressure!
But what the struggle and warfare among nations did in the first half of the terrible 20 th century
of modern man was to create the undesirable sociopolitical and economic upmanship, which
otherwise might have promoted the growth and progress certainly in the more advanced technologically developed nations in Western Europe, United States, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand, while it regressed in the rest of the world or slowed down its progress because of
otherwise badly needed investments, technological and commercial progress. For example, the
Eastern Block of Russia, including continental Russia, where WW-II was fought out to the bitter
end,** lagged in postwar progress, with the final defeat of German fascism in 1945, was
______________________
**One of the truly incredible facts of WW-II was and remains total “disinformation” by the American and
British propaganda, persisting indeed to this very day, i.e. who took the brunt of WW-II: Of course, the Soviet Union
(Russia)! There was 14 German field armies or 7 million German infantry on the Eastern Front, from June 22, 1941 to
May 8, 1945, with ONLY 3 German armies on the Western Front, with USA & UK landings on Normandy Beaches of
France on June 6, 1944. Russia lost in World War-II, 8,800,000 fighting men on the Eastern Front, and just as many
civilians – over 17 million people - while the losses on the Western front, by the so-called Allies, was much much
smaller, because of the effective RAF & USAF merciless bombing of the German military factories and, of course,
the front lines; American losses was 109,820 killed; while the German armies and air force was decimated (some
9,200,000 killed in the war); I don’t recall the number of civilian losses, but they were immense. Still, Germany
bounced right back, but for American occupation, first with 311,000, with still 58,000 American troops now still
stationed in Germany, supposedly there against Russia, but their real mission is to keep down the ingrained German
genetic ability to warfare…

heavily affected but the ravages of war, the recovery very slow, indeed, de facto to this very day
because of the imposed totalitarian communism, alas removed by Russia itself, which was the
stalwart ideologue until 1991, when system of governance adopted democratic rule with a representative form of government.
Of course, the regressive communist ideology enforced by the October Revolution of 1917 in
tsarist Russia (re-labeled by this writer, yours truly, many years ago, as the Jewish Revolution,
because its leadership in 1920 was mostly Jewish (see, attached article, from The Journal of
Historical Review, 1994), which discloses, that 80% were Diaspora Jews, including the great
leader, Vladimir Ilych Lenin, whose genetic background was Jewish and part Tatar (Kalmyk),
who by the way, hid in Finland for three years from the Tsarist secret police – the Okhrana –
in other words, it should have been clear to the Slavic Russian revolutionaries, and the public
at large, that a non-Russian had absconded with the public trust, but for the quickly formed
CHEKA Bolshevik secret police organized by Leon Trotsky, the Red Army leader (also Jewish),
which soon would crush the “White” opposition.
Therefore, not only Lenin, who soon would expire from assassination (probably organized by
another non-Russian, the Georgian, Joseph Djugashivili – Stalin (b.1873-1953), who ruled the
country through the crucial German War (WW-II). The Georgian national was succeeded
basically by Nikita Khrushchev, who managed to liberalize the rigid communist dictatorship,
replaced in a coup in 1964 by Leonid Brezhnev and several other leaders, until the rise of Boris
Yeltsin and the start-up of democratic rule in Russia (1991); now headed by Vladimir Putin, who
has yet to announced his own “Great Society”, the concept, it seems, has little chance to be
established in either rival society, America or Russia, with the good ‘ol USofA headed for total
disintegration of the American Union by 2,025, breaking up into a host of metropolitan citystates and regional nation-states… Russia, with the vast Siberian territory and its raw material
resources is bound to become the influential and positive power of this century, the 21st century
of Modern Man, with no interest whatsoever in extending its Empire beyond the present borders.
Neither is the date as arbitrary as it may seem to the reader, especially forecast for that magic
year some 36 years ago, based on a careful study of the ongoing economic and financial woes
facing the American system, which basically crashed financially in the forecast Wall Street meltdown in 2,008; there’s no recovery in site, especially with the ongoing rule of Donald J. Trump,
whose political ability to rule seems to be disintegrating instead of the expected learning curve,
some of us had hoped for during the political campaign. Now, with 200 days in office, it all looks
even worse than the critics had expected. Consequently, if the adverse process continues, “The
Donald” (called by the Czech wife Ivana and mother of Ivanka), may not even complete the first
term of office, so has forecast Elizabeth Drew (“Trump: The Presidency in Peril,” The New York
Review of Books, June 22, 2017, pp. 59-62); the well known commentator, who is not alone
these days in predicting doom for Jeffersonian Democracy-amiss, including this writer, despite
the ongoing adversity to Mr. Trump’s presidency, to the contrary, I’m beginning to think it should
reinvigorate its mandate in due course, perhaps even secure a second term of office.
Indeed, the sociopolitical stalwart of democracy in the West – the USofA – seems to be going
through decline pains ever since the peanut farmer’s single term of presidential office (1977-81),
Jimmy Carter’s latency, despite the Ronald Reagan’s robust recovery in the 1980s, the seeds of
decline have become irreversible, not to argue what this or that administration did to exacerbate
the process. Empires have come and gone throughout history of civilization, even though this
one has lasted some 240 years – it will not be around for the 250 years expected quartermillennial celebration even though some of us will not be around, despite our best desire…

Some will say, including this writer, how it’s more with the meddling of the “evil house” (House of
Representatives), the 435 members of the august body, which literally hate the very guts of the
Chief Executive, when both sides of the isle don’t even call the President by name, with all
those other epithets... In fact, Mr. Trump, despite his political inexperience, hasn’t even been
given the chance to restart, after the first 100 disastrous days of rule, the anti-Donald forces
seem to be gaining momentum beyond the DEMOS in Congress, now more and more including
the GOP, that by mid-term it seems it will be a bedlam if not an all-out Revolution!
This first quarter of the futuristic 21st century of Modern Man doesn’t seem to be kind to the
many heads of state, including the relatively stable rule by Vladimir Putin of Russia, that nation
jealously kept under sanctions for no apparent reason – by USA – just for the ‘ell of it’; the measure to be later adjudged and censored with penalties, which the next generation(s) will pay for
the sins of its fathers, believe you me… Just think of the incredible vast raw materials resources
lodged in the Siberian landmass, larger than continental Europe (including Russia) and the
North American continent combined! Within a decade’s time, mark my words, the Slavic nation
will be in every respect the leading society on this planet – Earth! It will not be interpreted kindly
by the American ruling elite, but by then allegiance will go to local leaders with the federal
system replaced by regional nation-states and a host of metropolitan city-states.
In other words, even the 21st century is not bound to be amicable to the formation of Great
Societies if the previous century was indeed unkind to many democratic leaders and emerging
nation-states, however, this start-up of the new futuristic and hopeful 21st century of Space
Exploration and possible emigration to Outer Space by the end of the century, is so much
desirable in fact that this writer remains nonplussed to date, in how to design a workable package to gain consensus among the leading technological societies: (1) to effect a unilateral global
disarmament, (2), then to join forces by major nations to realize the awesome technological pool
of already gained knowledge in space engineering, including the required financial resources,
ready to invest men & materiel in manufacturing outposts on our Moon, and (3) which is the only
reasonable location to build the required major spaceport to outfit and send space-faring missions to Mars, as the only additional viable terrafirma planet in our solar system which can be
technologically homogenized to receive the transfer of large masses of emigrants from Earth!.
Moreover, the red planet is territorially equal in dry land to Earth’s dry surface– since it’s original
surface rivers, lakes and the huge Borealis Ocean was lost in a collision with the derelict planet
Venus, 2.8 billion years ago, while literally huge quantities of potable water is located underground, which solves two problems: (a) potable water for human life consumption, and (b)
thereby production of oxygen for local breathing purposes of the immigrant population.
Likewise, in time even atmospheric conditions can be created to begin the surface water cycle
and growth of biological life that once might have existed on the red planet, where the derelict
Venus is located today, a much larger body than the physical mass of Mars. Consequently,
speaking of Great Societies, in my opinion, expressed in two recent books I have written on the
conquest of planet Mars, in my opinion, it’s there, on the red planet, where the first Great
Society of Hominids will be created in the 22nd century of Modern Man, as the Hominid
becomes a space-faring civilization, which is our ingrained Destiny!
The Martian ocean hypothesis states that nearly a third of the surface of Mars was covered by
an ocean of saline liquid water early in the planet's geologic history. This primordial ocean, dubbed Paleo-Ocean – Oceanus Borealis, would have filled the basin Vastitas Borealis in the northern hemisphere, a region which lies 4-5 km (2.53 miles) below the mean planetary elevations, at
a time period of approximately 2.8 billion years ago. Incidentally, evidence for this ocean includes geographic features resembling ancient shorelines, and the chemical properties of the

Martian soil and the planet’s atmosphere. Early Mars would have required a denser atmosphere
and warmer climate to allow liquid water to remain on the surface, which was made possible by
the closer position in its orbit around the Sun, which was initially where the derelict planet Venus
is located today. Indeed, in time Venus shall also be explored, homogenized and settled, thereby creating a sisterhood of a trio of Hominid planets, which will become an indisputable
resource of massive population emigration for the settlement of the Hominid species of Man in
the far-off reaches of Outer Space!

Fig. 2. Very high resolution topographic shaded relief map of Mars (Vestitas Borealis Basin), mady by the Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data taken from the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft. The map has a resolution
0.125° (300 dots per inch) and is shown as a Mercator projection to latitude 70° north and south. The original NASA
image has been modified by increasing the font size of the map grid and elevation key labels. Polar regions are
added from enlarged crops of PIA02993; the areas from 60° to 75° latitude are in the transverse Mercator projection,
and those from 75° to 90° latitude are in the Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection. Some of the features in this
image have been annotated in Wikimedia Commons. Likewise, operational landrovers traipsing the Martian surface,
NASA’s Opportunity and Curiosity vehicles, have delivered invaluable visual documentation of the red planet’s
territorial features.

In addition, the ideal Mariner Valley feature on Mars (below the three volcanoes, the valley
channel is the diagonal to the right) stretches over 4,000 km in length, some 8 km deep in
places to 200 km wide, will provide the actual region for initial settlement to protect the
infrastructure from the swift and bitter cold northern winds… In fact, I have taken the liberty to
go as far as to forecast that the actual first Great Society very well might be formed on Mars,
where the immigrant population will unilaterally honor different languages and national groups,
while religions may resemble something more than the Hollywood Scientology experiment by L.
Ron Hubbard (1911-1986), where the ancient faiths may indeed survive the ages, especially in
far-off Outer Space; if not more so respected than in history past as national groups may
gravitate in the future to this or that Habitable Zone planet in various solar systems; populated
perhaps by their very own kind, instead of attempting to enforce mega-nation states politics
according to specific nationality gravity, its religion and political philosophy. Indeed, it’s the
indigenous difference of our ingrained ‘ability’ to be different racially and socially, that has
fostered great societies instead of ideological criteria, religious faith and racial color which has
hereto divided us in the past on Earth, sometimes causing major international warfare and
extinction of the weak & meek!

On the other hand, Outer Space could become the biblical Heaven, enhanced by high-tech we
had been taught by our elder generations, when they spoke verbally to the progeny of the ideal
society, wrote of it in biblical texts, where everything and anything is possible to achieve, by the
sweat of your brow or vertical intellectual mobility applying our mental abilities, when life could
even become eternal by the more advanced high-tech generations than we mortals have been
able to achieve in hereto annals of civilized History of Man on Earth, when we Earthlings
become a space-faring civilization, which is our Destiny!~
th
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Fig. 3. Curiosity Rover on Mars; self portrait (a little fuzzy frame), with surely an exotic mountain range in the background, a rarity?! The little rovers have now turned into auto-size vehicles, and have been the real heroes in documenting various aspects of the hostile Martian environment. This mountain in the background is very impressive—
Mt. Sharp—rather unusual for the typically flaccid Martian surface, with the exception of Olympus Mons, the tallest
mountain range in the Solar System: 22 km high (13.6 mi or 72,000 ft.), created by the pressure of the Venusian
collision with Mars, 2.8 billion years ago.

Fig. 4. The Elysium Planitia region of Mars, rolling hills in fact, which is typical of the arid American Wild West.

Fig. 5. The Curiosity rover on location in a Mars crater, opening the laser to research the nature of the crater’s stone
wall…it’s the onboard laboratory sending back by radio data results of the operation to Caltech HQ in Pasadena, CA.

PS. These incredible man-made machines are paving the way to our eventual settlement of
Mars, then Venus and on into the population of the nearby Cosmos, and, who knows, maybe
even the Universe itself, since we Earthlings seem to be very much alone, which is not a
comforting feeling – what if something happens to our home planet – Earth – before we move
on into the depths of Outer Space. Therefore, the urgency, dire need and speedy Conquest of
Space!

